Libraries of molecular stereochemical information are subjected to two limitations: licensing and threat of becoming outdated [1]. Open and regularly updated organized collections of molecules help overcoming aforementioned limitations. A novel library of small molecule bond lengths, valence and dihedral angles is constructed from the Crystallography Open Database (COD) – an open crowdsource-powered resource of small molecule structures [2] – harnessing a new method for description of the variety of small molecule chemical environments and the Bayesian framework implemented in open source software. Gaussian, Cauchy and von Mises mixture models are used to describe the distributions of bond lengths and angle sizes for the first time in this field, outperforming the standard symmetric unimodal models. The expectation maximization algorithm [3] is employed to determine model parameters, the principle of Occam’s razor is implemented for model selection using Bayesian information criterion [4]. The means for automatic unsupervised renewal of the library in the real time are devised. In total the library currently contains 11 M bonds, 21 M valence angles and 39 M dihedral angles extracted from more than 150 thous. small molecule structures from COD and broken down to respectively 1 M, 4 M and 8 M classes. The result of the research is comparable to the previous works of Allen [5] and Andrejašič [6] and proves to be useful in the detection of unusual geometric features in molecular models. Mixture models and expectation maximization algorithm displays the ability to cover the whole variety of multimodal, skewed and periodic distributions of bonds and angles, originating from the structures in COD. Unsupervised methods for extraction, classification and description of small molecule stereochemical information together with constantly expanding resource of small molecule structures allow the construction of open and regularly updated knowledge database to be used in the fields of crystallographic refinement, molecule model validation, rational drug design and the research of material properties. Reported methods can be improved by devising better means of initialization of the expectation maximization algorithm and speeding up the convergence.
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